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Abstract

In this letter we discuss the implications of causality on a primordial magnetic field. We show
that the residual field on large scales is much stronger suppressed than usually assumed and
that a helical component is even suppressed even more than the parity even part. We show
that due to this strong suppression, even maximal primordial fields generated at the
electroweak phase transition can just marginally seed the fields in galaxies and clusters, but
they cannot leave any detectable imprint on the cosmic microwave background.
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Primordial Magneti Fields and Causality 21. IntrodutionThe observed Universe is permeated with large sale oherent magneti �elds of theorder of miro Gauss. It is still under debate whether these �elds have been generatedby harge separation proesses in the late universe, or whether primordial seed �eldsare needed. The observational situation is desribed in Ref. [1℄. More reent detetionsof magneti �elds in lusters are disussed in Ref. [2℄.In this letter we want to larify a point whih is often missed when investigatingosmi magneti �elds (for a omprehensive review see [3℄): namely that, beause theyare divergene-free, magneti �elds are suppressed stronger than white noise on largesales.We assume that primordial magneti �elds are generated with a ertain (omoving)oherene sale L, by a random proess whih is statistially homogeneous and isotropi.If the �eld generation ours during a non-inationary phase of the Universe, L mustbe smaller than the horizon sale. During ination, L may diverge and the argumentspresented below do not apply. We further assume that the �eld reated by this ausalproess is a purely lassial magneti �eld satisfying Maxwell's equations, or that itmight be onsidered to be so soon after its generation. Negleting possible quantummehanial utuations in the �eld, we an state that its amplitudes and diretions mustbe unorrelated for points whih lay farther apart than L:hBi(x)Bj(y)i � Cij(x� y) = 0 8 x;y with jx� yj > L : (1)The �rst equality omes from the fat that B is statistially homogeneous and isotropi,so that the orrelation tensor Cij is only a funtion of x � y, and its trae C = Ciidepends only on the distane r = jx � yj. For simpliity, we have set the orrelationtensor to zero on separations larger than L, but an exponential deay would atually besuÆient for all our results.In Ref. [4℄ Hogan has argued that the �eld averaged over a volume of size �3 > L3behaves like B� ' B0 �L��3=2 ; (2)where B0 is the amplitude of the �eld averaged over a volume given by the orrelationsale L, and B� is the �eld averaged over a volume V� of size �3. Hogan's argumentleading to the above result is very simple: V� ontainsN = (�=L)3 unorrelated volumes.Within eah of them the magneti �eld has an average value of B0 pointing in anarbitrary diretion. The amplitude of the �eld averaged over a volume of size V� istherefore redued by a fator pN , leading to the result (2).In this paper we show that this result is not orret and has to be replaed byB� ' B0 �L��5=2 : (3)In what follows we proof Eq. (3). We then apply it to some relevant ases and showthat the di�erene is important. We also derive the orresponding saling behaviour ofan helial magneti �eld omponent. We end with some onlusions.



Primordial Magneti Fields and Causality 3We shall always use omoving length sales �; L and wave numbers k. The salefator today is normalised to unity, a(�0) = 1, � denotes onformal time, and we assumea spatially at universe with metrids2 = a2(�)(�d�2 + Æijdxidxj) :On sales larger than the oherene sale, we onsider a �eld frozen into the plasma, andsimply red-shifting with the expansion of the universe like B(x; �) = B(x; �0)a�2(�) �B(x)a�2(�). Here B(x) is the magneti �eld saled to its value today, the quantitywhih we will mainly use from now on. This behaviour is well justi�ed on large sales;on smaller sales however, magneti energy is onverted into heat due to plasma visosity.We aount for this damping by introduing a uto� in the spetrum of the magneti�eld at the smallest sale at whih the �eld is not a�eted by visous proesses. Asuitable value for the uto� sale is given in Eq. (1) of Ref. [5℄. If the �eld has anheliity omponent, this model is no longer very appropriate sine a proess of inverseasade may take plae [6℄. We will disuss that when analysing the heliity ase.2. Causal stohasti magneti �eldsThe fat that magneti �elds are divergene-free implies that the integral over anarbitrary losed surfae of the normal omponent of B has to vanish. This shows thatB annot take arbitrary mean values in all boxes of size L. To see what this implies,let us de�ne the Fourier transform,B̂(k) = Z exp(ik � x)B(x)d3x ;so that B(x) = 1(2�)3 Z exp(�ik � x)B̂(k)d3k :Sine Cij(x) is a funtion with ompat support, its Fourier transform is analyti. If themagneti �eld is truly stohasti, with no preferred diretion, the only tensors whih mayenter into the Fourier transform of its orrelation tensor are ombinations of kn, Ælm and�jlm, where Ælm denotes the Kroneker delta and �jlm is the ompletely antisymmetritensor in three dimensions. The most general Ansatz for the magneti �eld orrelationtensor in Fourier spae whih respets stohasti homogeneity and isotropy is thenhB̂l(k)B̂�m(k0)i = (2�)32 Æ(k� k0)[(Ælm � k̂lk̂m)S(k) + i�lmj k̂jA(k)℄ : (4)With k̂ we denote the unit vetor in diretion of k, k̂ = k=k and k = jkj. The squarebraket in (4) is nothing else than the Fourier transform of Cij and thus has to beanalyti. As we shall see in the next setion (see also Refs. [7, 8, 9℄), the seond term,whih hanges sign under the transition k ! �k represents a non-vanishing heliity.We disregard it for this setion.



Primordial Magneti Fields and Causality 4Causality also implies that S(k) annot have any struture for values of the wavenumber smaller than L�1, and hene an be approximated by a simple power law,S(k) = S0kn �1 +O((kL)2)� : (5)Analytiity of (Ælm � k̂lk̂m)S(k) then requires thatn � 2 is an even integer. (6)Generially, if there are no additional onstraints, we expet n = 2. Note that the`usual value' n = 0 (white noise) is not allowed beause of the non-analyti pre-fatork̂lk̂m whih is required to keep the magneti �eld divergene-free, k � B̂ = 0. In otherwords, the divergene-free ondition fores a blue spetrum on the magneti �eld energydensity, hjB̂(k)j2i / k2.Note that this an also be obtained by assuming that the vetor potential A(k) hasa white noise spetrum. With the AnsatzhAiA�ji = ÆijV (k) + �ijlk̂lW (k) ; (7)one has that analytiity requires W to grow at least like k. Using B = �ik ^ A one�nds S = k2V and A = k2W .We want to estimate the average �eld on a given sale � � L. At this aim, weperform a volume average of the �eld on a region of size �3, following Ref. [10℄. Weonvolve B with a Gaussian window funtion,B�(x) = 1��p2��3 Z d3yB(y) exp �(x� y)22�2 ! : (8)A short omputation shows that the magneti energy density on sale �, B2� �hB�(x)2i, is given byB2� = 1(2�)3 Z d3k S(k)f̂ 2�(k) = S0(2�)2 1�n+3��n+ 32 � ; (9)where f̂�(k) = exp(��2k2=2) is the Fourier transform of our window funtion and �denotes the Gamma funtion [11℄.For two di�erent sales, �1 and �2 we therefore have B�1B�2!2 =  �2�1!n+3 ;(see also Ref. [10℄, where however n = 0 was onluded for ausal �elds), and espeially,for the generially expeted value n = 2B�B0 ' �L��5=2 ; (10)as laimed in Eq. (3). For n > 2, the suppression with sale is even stronger.To demonstrate the importane of this additional L=� fator with respet to Eq.(2), let us onsider magneti �elds produed during the eletroweak phase transitionas it has been proposed by various authors, see e.g. [12, 13, 14, 15℄ (note that the



Primordial Magneti Fields and Causality 5authors of [15℄ found a magneti �eld spetrum / k2). Following these referenes,at the sale L � 105 m, a magneti �eld with amplitude Bew(L) � 10�6 Gaussis produed (note that we have saled the �eld value to today and we use onformallength sales normalising the sale fator to unity today, a0 = 1). Now L is muhsmaller than the horizon sale, �ew � 1015 m. But in Ref. [14℄, it is argued that a �eldis indued also on large sales, saling like L�1. As we have shown above, this salingan only take plae up to the horizon sale, and so we have at best a �eld of aboutBew(�ew) � Bew(L)(L=�ew) � 10�16 Gauss. As we have argued above, due to ausalitythe �eld has to deay like L�5=2 on super horizon sales. For � � 1 Mp � 3 � 1024m one an therefore have a �eld of only about B�� 10�39 Gauss, and not 10�20 Gauss asinferred in Ref. [14℄ and also in Ref. [10℄, where the authors have set n = 0 for `frozen-in'magneti �elds.3. HeliityLet us now investigate limits due to ausality on the heliity omponent in Eq. (4).This omponent an have been produed due to parity violating proesses during theeletroweak phase transition, as it has been proposed in [7, 8℄. We rewrite the termproportional to A(k) in Eq. (4) introduing the heliity basis,e�(k) = � ip2(e1 � ie2) ; (11)where (e1; e2; k̂) form a right-handed orthonormal system with e2 = k̂ � e1. SettingB̂(k) = B+e+ +B�e� it is straightforward to see thathB+(k)B+(�k0)�B�(k)B�(�k0)i = (2�)3A(k)Æ(k� k0) ; (12)so that A(k) determines the net irular polarisation of the Fourier mode B̂(k). Again,ausality requires that the funtion�lmj k̂jA(k)must be analyti and featureless for k < 1=L, so thatA(k) = A0km �1 +O((kL)2)� ; (13)where m has to be a positive odd integer. But there is an additional onstraint omingsimply from the Shwarz inequality,limk0!k jh(k̂�B(k)) �B(�k0)ij � limk0!khB(k) �B(�k0)iimplying jA(k)j � S(k) (14)(note that S(k) / hjB̂j2i, and therefore S(k) � 0). For Eq. (14) to be valid for verysmall values of k we must requirem � n : (15)



Primordial Magneti Fields and Causality 6Together with the ausality limit from above and (6) this impliesm � 3 is an odd integer. (16)Again, generially we expet m = 3. Furthermore, applying Eq. (14) lose to theorrelation sale L, we havejA0j � S0L(m�n) : (17)Vortiity is even more suppressed on large sales by ausality, than a non vortialomponent of the magneti �eld. To quantify this we de�ne the amplitude of thevortial omponent on a sale � byB2� = �(2�)3 Z d3k k jA(k)j f̂ 2�(k) = jA0j(2�)2 1�m+3��m+ 42 � : (18)With the generi value, m = 3 we therefore havejB�jjB0j ' �L��3 ; (19)a fator qL=� more suppression than the non-vortial omponent, whih for a oherenelength of �ew translate into an additional suppression of the order of 10�5. However,for helial magneti �elds an inverse asade e�et takes plae in the early universe,whih auses a transfer of power from smaller to larger sales. This results in a largeroherene sale than the frozen in one, while the magneti spetral index remainsunhanged on larger sales [6, 5℄. To aount for this e�et, we follow Ref. [8℄, inwhih the primordial heliity is given by H � LB20 = �nb=�, where nb is the baryondensity of the universe today, nb(�0) = 3 � 10�7m�3 [16℄, and � is the �ne strutureonstant. Just as the magneti �eld strength, we have also saled the heliity, whihevolves like a�3 to today and is a onserved quantity like the baryon number. L is theomoving oherene length. Aording to analytial studies [17℄, the physial oherenesale aL evolves with osmi time roughly like t2=3 (note however that di�erent salinglaws have been found in numerial simulations, see [6, 5℄). In Ref. [8℄, the omovingoherene sale of a maximally helial omponent of the magneti �eld is found to beL = 0:1 p. On this oherene sale, the amplitude of the magneti �eld today beomesB0 = qnb=�=L � 10�19 Gauss. Taking again a sale � of 1 Mp, we get a maximalheliity amplitude of B� = B0(L=1Mp)3 � 10�40 Gauss.4. ConlusionsIn this paper we have shown that ausally produed magneti �elds annot have a whitenoise spetrum on large sales. They have a blue spetrum with index n = 2. A possiblehelial omponent of the �eld, having a spetral index m = 3, is even more suppressedon large sales. These spetral indexes are valid on sales larger than the oherenesale of the �eld. The helial omponent typially has a larger oherene sale, beauseof non-linear MHD proessing whih leads to an inverse asade.



Primordial Magneti Fields and Causality 7The estimates in the previous setions show that for a magneti �eld ausallygenerated at the eletroweak phase transition, the amplitudes of the symmetri andhelial omponents at � = 1 Mp are at most 10�39 and 10�40 Gauss: these amplitudesare too small to seed the magneti �elds observed in lusters today [3℄ (see howeverRef. [18℄ whih argues that 10�30 Gauss or even less might suÆe).To answer the question whether we might be able to see some e�ets of these�elds in the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB), we have to estimate the �eldamplitudes on sales lose to about 100 Mp, whih orresponds to an harmoni ofabout ` � 400 (here we have used the angular diameter distane to the last satteringsurfae, dA ' 13700 Mp, from WMAP [16℄). From the amplitudes for � = 1 Mpgiven above and using the saling behaviour derived in this paper, we obtain residual�elds of at best B100Mp ' 10�42 Gauss and heliity of B100Mp � 10�46 Gauss on 100Mp. The amplitude of the indued utuations in the CMB is typially of the order ofÆT=T � (�Bj100Mp)=� � 10�5.We therefore onlude, that a magneti �eld whih has evolved on large salessimply via ux onservation from its reation at the eletroweak phase transition untiltoday is not suÆient to have seeded the large sale magneti �elds observed in lusters,even if a dynamo mehanism ould amplify it during the proess of struture formation.The same onlusion an be made for an heliity omponent of the magneti �eld,if aounting for MHD proessing in the simple way as explained in the previousparagraph. Suh a �eld also does not lead to observable traes in the anisotropiesor the polarisation of the CMB. This latter onlusion has also been drawn in previousworks [19, 20℄.Possible ways out are either that the magneti �elds observed in lusters are due tovery small sale seed �elds, oherent on sales of the order of a parse or less. Anotherpossibility is that the seed �elds have been generated by a `non-ausal' mehanism,e.g. during an inationary phase, see [21, 22℄. But also in this latter ase, a very redspetrum n < �2 is needed for the magneti �elds to play at the same time the role ofseeds for large sale magneti �elds and to lead to visible imprints on the CMB. Suhred spetra are atually also required by the limits from small sale gravitational waveswhih are indued by magneti �elds [23℄.Our results strongly disfavour large sale seeds indued from small sale oherentmagneti �elds whih might be produed in the early Universe.AknowledgmentsWe aknowledge disussions with Karsten Jedamzik, Pedro Ferreira and TinaKahniashvili. C.C. thanks Geneva University for hospitality. This work is supported bythe Swiss National Siene Foundation.
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